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A: I'm guessing you installed the package "vim-
common" or some similar package. Those packages
are usually meant to be included as dependency to
all "vim" packages, but depending on the vim you

installed it might also be included to the vim-tiny/vim-
enhanced packages too, which would explain why
you're seeing that. To fix that either uninstall that
package or move to a new installation. A: I have

solved the problem: deleted all vim-related packages
(including vim-common, vim-enhanced, vim-runtime,
vim-tiny, vim-gtk) installed all vim-related packages

again all works fine While some may view the wobbly
rock as an eyesore, others find a use for a tree

trunks as furniture for their properties, and even use
them for a stepping-stone for a path to water.

Unfortunately for one farmer who also happened to
be a painter, the crumbling outcrop had taken a toll

on the once-fine masterpiece he'd created. After
learning that the rock formations and tree trunks in
his property were going to be removed, the farmer

decided to take matters into his own hands by
turning the fragile structures into a stepping-stone

path. The farmer described the process, including an
18-month wait for the trees to settle into place, as
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being surprisingly easy. On the left is a modern tree,
while on the right, one similar to the ones that would
eventually replace it. Image: James Hoyer "It's quite
a joyful job, seeing them fill in the gaps and change

what previously was an ugly but functional,
overgrown rock," he said. "As good as any of the

homes, and probably better." The process took over
18 months to complete, but once it did, the resulting
path proved to be a real benefit for the homes of two
Dutch farmers who had purchased nearby parcels of

land to build new homes for themselves and their
families. The image of the rock formations and tree
trunks in the property's grassy fields. Image: James

Hoyer The image of the rock formations and tree
trunks in the property's grassy fields. Image: James

Hoyer The farmer told Gardenista that he'd struggled
to understand why all his closest friends and family
were so enamored with a rock formation in his yard.
It wasn't until he visited an art gallery that he realized
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